ACA REPORTING
A How-To Guide for Employers

OVERVIEW
1. I’M HEARING ABOUT ALL KINDS OF REPORTING- W-2, 6055/6056, MINIMUM ESSENTIAL COVERAGE AND
LARGE EMPLOYER REPORTING. WHAT ARE THE NEW REPORTING OBLIGATIONS I NEED TO WORRY ABOUT?
The ACA created two new reporting requirements effective in 2015, MEC reporting and ALE reporting . MEC reporting
requires providers of minimum essential coverage (MEC) to report information about that coverage to covered individuals
and to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). [1] This has also been referred to as Section 6055 reporting. The second type of
reporting, ALE reporting, is the requirement that applicable large employers (ALEs)—those subject to Pay or Play—identify
their full-time employees and report on whether they offer these employees coverage that is affordable and provides
minimum value. This has also been referred to as Section 6056 reporting.
Both MEC and ALE reporting require (1) statements sent to individuals/employees about their coverage, and (2) transmittal
of required information to the IRS using new standard IRS Forms. The new reporting will be done in early 2016 using data
from the 2015 calendar year.
Reporting the value of employer sponsored health coverage on Form W-2 is a separate requirement that has been in place
since 2011. It is unrelated to MEC and ALE reporting, and is not addressed in this FAQ.
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In many situations, the “provider of minimum essential coverage” is the insurance carrier, which is the case when an
employer-sponsored health plan is fully insured. Where an employer-sponsored health plan is self-insured, the employer is
the “provider of minimum essential coverage.”
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6. WHAT REPORTING WILL MOST IMPACT
EMPLOYERS?

2. HOW WILL WE ACTUALLY DO THE REPORTING?
Both MEC and ALE reporting will be done using IRS
Forms 1094 and 1095. Form 1094 is a transmittal form
that must be sent to the IRS along with all of the
individual or employee statements that are prepared.
Form 1095 is the required IRS template for individual or
employee statements.

ALE reporting will most significantly impact employers.
Large employers that sponsor fully-insured plans are not
responsible for MEC reporting, but are responsible for
ALE reporting. Large employers that sponsor self-funded
plans are responsible for both MEC and ALE reporting.
Where a large self-funded employer is responsible for
both MEC and ALE reporting, they will generally report
both MEC and ALE information on the ALE reporting
forms. As a result, this FAQ focuses on the ALE
reporting.

MEC reporting will generally be done on Forms 1094-B
and 1095-B, or the “B” series forms. ALE reporting will
be done on Forms 1094-C and 1095-C, or the “C” series
forms. ALEs sponsoring self-funded plans are responsible
for both MEC and ALE reporting. Dual reporting that
satisfies both MEC and ALE reporting obligations can be
done using Form 1095-C. This is discussed in detail
below.

7. ARE SMALL EMPLOYERS (<50 FULL-TIME
EQUIVALENT EMPLOYEES) IMPACTED BY THESE
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS?
Small employers that offer a group health plan have no
ALE reporting obligations because they are not applicable
large employers under Pay or Play. Small employers that
sponsor a fully-insured plan (most small employers) have
no MEC reporting obligations because the carrier is the
provider of MEC. In the rare instance that a small
employer sponsors a self-funded plan, the employer
would have MEC reporting obligations that they would
fulfill by using the 1094/1095 “B” series Forms.

Note that this process very closely resembles Form W-2
distribution and reporting requirements. Employees will
receive a copy of the Form 1095 each year, just like
employees receive Form W-2s every year, and employers
will gather and transmit those forms to the IRS along
with the Form 1094 transmittal sheet.
3. ARE THE DEADLINES FOR MEC AND ALE
REPORTING THE SAME?
Yes. For electronic returns filed with the IRS, the
deadline is March 31 of the year following the year being
reported (just like Form W-2s). For paper returns filed
with the IRS, the deadline is February 28 of the year
following the year being reported.

ALE REPORTING
8. WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALE REPORTING?

The deadline for providing employee and individual
statements is January 31 of the year following the year
being reported (just like Form W-2s). Note that employee
and individual statements can only be electronically
disclosed to the individual or employee if certain ratherstrict rules for electronic delivery are followed.

APPLICABLE LARGE EMPLOYERS
An employer that is an applicable large employer (ALE) is
responsible for ALE reporting. The term “ALE” has the
same meaning as it does in the Pay or Play Rule, an
employer with an average of at least 50 full-time and
full-time equivalent employees during the prior year.

4. WILL EMPLOYERS AND CARRIERS SUBMIT
THESE NEW FORMS ELECTRONICALLY TO THE
IRS?

Unlike Pay or Play, there is no smaller employer
transition relief for employers with 50-99 full-time
equivalent employees. These employers must comply
with the ALE reporting requirements for the 2015
calendar year. They will simply report that they qualify for
smaller employer transition relief.

Employers submitting 250 or more returns must file
electronically. Those submitting fewer than 250 returns
may file electronically or on paper.
5. WHAT ARE THE PENALTIES FOR
NONCOMPLIANCE?

CONTROLLED GROUP ISSUES
ALE status is determined on a controlled group basis.
This means that all of the employees of any employers
related by common ownership are counted to see if there
are at least 50 full-time equivalent employees. If all of
the employees combined meet this threshold, each
employer in the controlled group (known as an ALE
Member) must report, even the ALE Members that on
their own have fewer than 50 full-time equivalent
employees. The reporting forms require that each ALE
know whether it is part of a controlled group and the
respective sizes of the other controlled group members.

The penalty for ALE and MEC reporting failures is
generally $100 per missed report, with a limit of $1.5
million per year. However, the penalties can be reduced
in some situations (e.g., good faith efforts to comply) or
increased in some situations (e.g., intentionally violating
the requirement). Regulators have said that they will not
impose penalties for the first year of reporting as long as
“good faith” efforts have been made to comply.
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The reporting forms refer to a controlled group as an
“Aggregated ALE Group.”

using an indicator code. It appears that this can be done
without any additional information about the union plan,
other than that the plan is affordable and provides
minimum value. Given that the ALE retains liability for
the ALE reporting, this might be the better reasoned
approach for ALEs contributing to union plans for some
or all of its full-time employees. The multiemployer plan
administrator will remain responsible for the MEC
reporting.

The obligation to report applies on an ALE member basis.
Although ALE members may delegate reporting to a
specific ALE member(s), each ALE member remains
liable for any reporting failures or errors in reporting done
on its behalf.

GOVERNMENTAL PLANS
A governmental employer can designate another
governmental unit to do ALE reporting on its behalf. A
written agreement is required and the other governmental
unit must be part of (or related to) the same
governmental unit as the ALE Member (for example, a
political subdivision of a state may designate the state or
another political subdivision of the state). If the
designation is made prior to the filing deadline the
designee becomes legally obligated to do ALE reporting.

EXAMPLE OF CONTROLLED GROUP RULES
Octopus, Inc. consists of a parent corporation
with 50 full-time employees and eight
subsidiaries which are 80% owned by Octopus,
Inc. Four of the subsidiaries have 100 full-time
employees; the other four have 20 full-time
employees. Which entities must comply with
ALE reporting? All of them, even the four
subsidiaries with only 20 employees. Octopus,
Inc., will be in a controlled group with all eight
subsidiaries because it owns 100% of the
subsidiaries. Thus, each of the subsidiaries—
even those with 20 full-time employees—will be
considered a large employer subject to the ALE
reporting rules. Each of the subsidiaries is an
ALE member. Each ALE member is responsible
for ALE reporting, although this obligation can
be delegated to another ALE member, as
discussed above.

9. HOW DO I FIND OUT IF MY ORGANIZATION IS
PART OF A CONTROLLED GROUP?
Organizations that sponsor 401(k) plans have generally
made a determination about their controlled group status
so contact your 401(k) provider if that’s the case.
Otherwise, consult with your tax advisor or tax attorney to
determine whether your organization is part of a
controlled group. This evaluation generally requires
detailed information about the overall ownership
structure of the organization.

USE OF THIRD PARTY VENDORS OR
ADMINISTRATORS
An ALE Member may contract with third parties to
facilitate filing returns with the IRS and delivering
employee statements. However, the ALE Member remains
liable to the IRS for failure to report and furnish the
required documents—for example, if the third party
administrator fails to make the report. Accomplishing this
reporting requires coordination of information generally
housed in payroll systems and benefits administration
systems. Payroll providers, benefit administrators, and
software developers are beginning to market a range of
solutions to this reporting requirement. If you have a
current payroll and/or benefits administration vendor in
place, ask your contact at those vendors about what
reporting assistance they can provide.

10. WHAT IF MY ORGANIZATION IS PART OF A
CONTROLLED GROUP BUT WE DON’T HAVE OUR
OWN EIN?
The Form 1094/5 Instructions require that each ALE
member must have an EIN to report. An ALE member
can obtain an EIN by applying online at IRS.gov or by
faxing or mailing a completed Form SS-4, Application for
Employer Identification Number. See Publication 1635,
Employer Identification Number, for more information.
11. WHAT TYPES OF HEALTH COVERAGE MUST BE
REPORTED?
Reporting will disclose whether a full-time employee was
offered the opportunity to enroll in MEC under an eligible
employer-sponsored plan. MEC includes major medical
coverage and does not include excepted benefits.
Excepted benefits include limited scope dental and
vision plans, fixed dollar indemnity coverage, disease
specific plans, and most health FSAs.

MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS
The Pay or Play rules provide multiemployer interim rule
relief for ALEs. Under this rule, an ALE member is
treated as having made an offer of coverage to an
employee if the employer is required under a collective
bargaining agreement to make contributions for that
employee to a union plan that is affordable and minimum
value. While the general reporting rules allow a
multiemployer plan administrator to do the ALE reporting
for the employer, an ALE eligible for this relief can do
ALE reporting on behalf of its full-time union employees

12. WHAT DOES ALE REPORTING REQUIRE?
An ALE member must submit Form 1095-C to the IRS
for each full-time employee, accompanied by a
transmittal Form 1094-C for all of the Forms 1095-C
filed for a given calendar year.
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The 1094-C transmittal form includes general
information about the ALE member. The 1095-C
individual statements include information about the
months in which the employee worked full-time, what
months the employee was covered, and specific
information about what coverage the employee is eligible
for and its cost. This is discussed in detail below.

Part I
Section I of the 1094-C requires general information
about the ALE member—name, address, and contact
information. It also asks the number of Forms 1095-C
submitted with the transmittal. Form 1095-C is
discussed in detail below.
Part II

Electronic Filing

Part II asks whether the 1094-C is the authoritative
transmittal for the ALE member, the total number of
1095-C forms filed by the ALE member, and whether the
ALE member is a member of an aggregated ALE group
(controlled group).

Employers submitting 250 or more returns must submit
forms to the IRS electronically. Employers submitting
fewer than 250 returns likely may file electronically or on
paper. Electronic distribution of forms to employees
requires consent in a specified format that mentions form
1095-C by name.

Part II also contains the fields where ALE members will
note whether they are eligible for any of the various
transition reliefs available to employers in 2015, or
whether they will report using an alternative method
(discussed below).

Individual Employee Statements
ALE reporting also requires statements to full-time
employees about their coverage. While ALE members can
create their own statements that contain all the required
information, we anticipate most ALE members will
provide full-time employees with a copy of the 1095-C
submitted to the IRS on their behalf, much in the way
employees are provided with a copy of the Form W-2
submitted to the IRS.

Part III
Part III requires a full-time employee count as well as a
total employee count by month. In addition, the ALE
member reports via indicator code what transition relief
to which it is entitled. The information reported in Part
III allows the IRS to evaluate whether the ALE member
has met its Pay or Play obligations to offer MEC to
substantially all full-time employees.

13. WHAT IF MY ORGANIZATION SPONSORS A NONCALENDAR YEAR PLAN?
ALE reporting is required on a calendar year basis
regardless of the plan year. For 2015, non-calendar year
plans that qualify for transition relief (e.g. that don’t have
to comply with the Pay or Play rules until the first day of
their 2015 plan year) will simply enter a code indicating
the months that relief applied.

Part IV
Part IV is the final section of the 1094-C form and
requires the ALE member to list the other ALE members
in its aggregated ALE Group (controlled group) from
largest to smallest by number of employees. This requires
employers to understand their overall corporate and
ownership structure.

14. WHAT INFORMATION DO THE 1094-C AND
1095-C FORMS REQUIRE?

Form 1095-C — Employee Information

An ALE member will report on its full-time employees
using Forms 1094-C and 1095-C.

ALEs will use Form 1095-C to report information on its
full-time employees to the IRS. Employers will also use
this form to fulfill their requirement to provide individual
statements to employees. In some cases, the regulations
allow a “simplified statement” to be provided to
employees. However, we anticipate employers will simply
provide their full-time employees with a copy of the
1095-C they sent to the IRS, much in the same way the
Form W-2 process works. Simplified reporting is
discussed below.

Form 1094-C – Transmittal Form
Form 1094-C is the transmittal Form. Most likely, each
ALE member will provide a single 1094-C transmittal
form to the IRS.
While each ALE member will generally file a single
1094-C transmittal form, it is possible a single ALE
member might file more than one 1094-C
transmittal form. This might take place in a
situation where an employer has multiple worksite
locations that are using unrelated payroll and
benefits administration systems. In that situation,
the ALE member could submit more than one
1094-C transmittal forms, but would need to
designate a single 1094-C as the authoritative
transmittal form.

Part I
Part I requires information on the employee, including
their social security number, and contact information.
See Q&A #15for a discussion of SSNs. It also requires
basic information about the ALE member.
Part II
Part II requires information about the coverage the
employer offered to the full-time employee and the
employee’s share of the monthly premium for self-only
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minimum value coverage. Note that this is the employee
only premium for the lowest cost minimum value plan for
which the employee is eligible, which is not necessarily
the cost of the coverage in which the employee enrolls.
One set of indicator codes (“1” series codes) will be used
on Line 14 to specify what type of coverage was offered
(e.g., minimum value coverage offered to dependents and
spouse). There must be a code for each month. A second
set of indicator codes for Line 16 (“2” series codes)
allows employers to communicate to the IRS why they
should not be subject to penalties for certain months.
These codes tell the IRS whether a full-time employee is
in a Limited Non-Assessment Period (e.g., waiting period
or an initial measurement period), that the employer uses
an affordability safe harbor, or if an employee is enrolled
in the coverage offered, in which case the employer will
not be subject to penalties for that employee under any
circumstance. Employers offering MEC only plans may
have more complex “2” series code reporting during
Limited Non-Assessment Periods.

employer does not obtain the SSN, the individual’s date
of birth may be used.
For the first year (that is, for the information provided in
2016 for the 2015 coverage period), the IRS will not
impose a penalty for incorrect or incomplete information
reported by the employer, if the employer can show that
it made a “good faith effort” to comply with the
information reporting requirements. Incorrect or
incomplete information includes missing SSNs.
An employer that has unsuccessfully attempted to obtain
an individual's SSN by December 2015 must make the
first annual solicitation by January 31, 2016. The second
annual solicitation must be made by December 31,
2016. If that attempt is also unsuccessful, the employer
would not be penalized for the 2016 report (that is, the
one which is filed in early 2017).
16. WILL WE NEED TO COLLECT THE SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBER/TIN FOR SPOUSES AND
DEPENDENTS?

If the employee is offered coverage but does not enroll,
Line 16 may be left blank or Codes 2F (W2 safe harbor),
2G (FPL safe harbor), or 2H (rate of pay safe harbor) may
be entered if the employer is using an affordability safe
harbor. If multiemployer plan interim rule relief applies,
use Code 2E even if an affordability safe harbor code
applies. Otherwise, there is no specific code to indicate
that an employee declined an offer of coverage.

Yes. Employers with self-funded group health plans
should contact their TPAs to determine whether they
have already collected this information and, if not,
should start attempts to collect SSNs in the near future.
17. HOW IS ALE REPORTING DIFFERENT FOR SELFFUNDED AND FULLY-INSURED PLANS?
For an ALE member with a fully-insured plan, the
insurance carrier is responsible for MEC reporting
because the insurance carrier is the coverage provider in
that situation. The insurance carrier will use Form 1094B and 1095-B to identify individuals who are covered
under the employer’s insured plan, including the
employees’ dependents.

Part III (Only for ALE members sponsoring self-funded
plans)
ALE members that sponsor self-funded plans are also
required to complete Part III of the 1095-C. As
discussed below, ALE members with self-funded plans
are also responsible for MEC reporting because they are
the provider of MEC in that situation. ALE members with
self-funded plans do combined ALE and MEC reporting
on the 1095-C Form. Part III of the 1095-C form is the
MEC portion of the form.

ALE members that sponsor a fully-insured plan remain
responsible for ALE reporting, which is discussed above.
ALE members with fully-insured plans complete only
Parts I and II of the 1095-C form, and leave Part III
blank.

On Part III, the ALE member lists by month all covered
individuals, including the full-time employee who is
reported on the 1095-C, as well as any dependents the
full-time employee covers on the ALE’s self-funded plan.
The dependents’ social security numbers are required. If
the employee will not provide the social security
numbers, after adequate effort has been made, the ALE
member can use the individual’s date of birth.

18. IF ALE MEMBERS ONLY HAVE TO REPORT ON
FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES, DO THEY HAVE ANY
OBLIGATIONS TO REPORT WHEN THEY
PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR PART-TIME
EMPLOYEES AND NON-EMPLOYEES (RETIREES,
PARTNERS, OR COBRA PARTICIPANTS)?
The answer depends on whether the ALE member
sponsors a fully-insured or self-funded plan. Where parttime employees, retirees, partners, or COBRA
participants are covered on a fully-insured employer
sponsored group health plan, MEC reporting will be done
by the carrier on the Form 1095-B. The ALE member
does not have any other reporting obligation with respect
to these individuals.

15. WHAT IF THE EMPLOYEE WON’T PROVIDE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS/TINS?
The ALE member must make a reasonable effort to
collect SSN/TINs. A reasonable effort to collect involves
three requests. First, there is an initial request for the
SSN (for example, at the time of enrollment). Then, there
must be two consecutive annual SSN requests. If the

Where the plan is self-funded, the ALE member can
complete MEC reporting for covered part-time employees
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and non-employees using the 1095-C forms. Indicator
codes will note their part-time or non-employee status.
Interestingly, the code is the same for covered part-time
employees and covered non-employees. Covered nonemployees could include partners in a partnership,
retirees, or COBRA participants.

that received a “qualifying offer” for all 12 months of the
year and for any other employees. For example, this
would include employees who received a “qualifying
offer” for only part of the year. There is still little
apparent benefit to this simplified reporting option
because employers taking advantage of this option will
have to prepare 3 separate individual employee
statements: (1) a simplified statement for 12-month
qualifying offer employees indicating they are ineligible
for any Exchange based subsidies for the year, (2) a
second simplified statement indicating that other
employees may or may not be eligible for Exchange based
subsidies, and (3) as noted above, Form 1095-C still
must be prepared and submitted to the IRS.

19. ARE THERE ALTERNATIVE OR SIMPLIFIED
REPORTING METHODS?
The IRS has created three “simplified” methods. One of
the alternatives is only available for the 2015 reporting
year. The other two methods are available for all time
periods. Both of these methods will likely be of very
limited appeal to employers.

98% OFFER ALTERNATIVE
Under this method, an ALE certifies to the IRS that it
offered coverage to at least 98% of the full-time
employees on whom it reports. The coverage must be
minimum value, must be affordable (under any of the
safe harbor options), and must be offered to full-time
employees and dependents (children under the age of
26, not spouses).

The three alternatives are:
(1) Qualifying Offer Alternative
(2) 2015 Only Qualifying Offer Alternative
(3) 98% Offer Alternative
Following are descriptions of the alternative methods.
QUALIFYING OFFER ALTERNATIVE
This method is available if the ALE member:
(1)
(2)

The primary appeal of this simplified reporting option is
that in theory employers would not have to determine
who is full-time under the ACA. There is a significant
disadvantage in not determining who is full-time under
the ACA. IRS guidance is very clear that an employer may
still need to, in the future, verify which employees were
full-time for a particular month. For example, if one of
the “2%” of the full-time employees that did not receive
an offer of affordable coverage received an Exchange
subsidy, the employer could still face a penalty. The
employer still has a reporting obligation with respect to
these full-time employees and a reporting failure will
trigger a penalty. The employer may also need to respond
to Exchange inquiries on part-time employees and rebut
any improper penalty assessments. If the IRS contacted
the employer to verify whether a penalty was properly
owed, the IRS expects that “the employer could
determine at that point whether the employee was a fulltime employee for those months and supply that
information to the IRS.”

Offered MEC providing minimum value that
is affordable under the federal poverty level
safe harbor (using mainland figures) and
Offered MEC to the employee's spouse and
dependents. The above two criteria must be
satisfied for all 12 months of the year for any
employee in order for that employee to
receive a simplified statement. If it is not—
even for one month—General Method
reporting must be used for that employee.

The requirement that the Qualifying Offer be in place for
all 12 months of the year limits the appeal and
applicability of this option. For example, suppose an
employer hires a new, full-time employee. The employee
must wait two months to enter the health plan. During
those two months the employee appears to be a full-time
employee. The Qualifying Offer Alternative is not
available for those two months and General Method
reporting using Form 1095-C is required. In addition,
Form 1095-C still must be completed for submission to
the IRS. IRS will not accept any “simplified statements”
in lieu of Form 1095-C Forms. The only other apparent
benefit to the Qualifying Offer alternative method is that
cost sharing information is not required on Line 15 of the
1095-C Form as submitted to the IRS.

The only other advantage to this alternative is that the
employer would not need to report full-time employee
counts on Part III, column (b) of the Form 1094-C.
20. THE REPORTING IS NOT REQUIRED UNTIL
EARLY 2016. WHAT ACTIONS SHOULD WE TAKE
BETWEEN NOW AND THEN TO PREPARE FOR
THIS NEW REPORTING RULE?

2015 ONLY QUALIFYING OFFER ALTERNATIVE
Solely for 2015, if an ALE member can certify that it met
the two “qualifying offer” criteria listed above for 95% of
its full-time employees (and their spouses and
dependents), the employer can provide a “simplified
statement” to each of its full-time employees in lieu of
providing Form 1095-C. The advantage here is that an
employer can provide simplified statements to employees

Verify how you will determine which employees are “fulltime” and how you will track that status.
Verify that your current systems can gather and report all
the required information. If not, determine how to gather
and report all the information
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Verify whether your company or organization is part of a
“controlled group”. Note that you may have already made
this determination for other purposes (e.g., certain
retirement plan nondiscrimination tests also use this
concept).

Non-employees include COBRA participants, partners in
a partnership, or retirees.
SELF-FUNDED MEWAs
For a self-funded multiple employer welfare arrangement
(MEWA), each participating employer reports.

A FEW COMMENTS ABOUT MEC
REPORTING

GOVERNMENTAL SELF-FUNDED GROUP HEALTH
PLANS
A governmental employer that provides self-funded group
health plan coverage is responsible for MEC reporting. As
discussed above, it can designate another governmental
unit to do MEC reporting on its behalf. The other
governmental unit must be a unit, agency or
instrumentality that is part of or related to the same
governmental unit as the government employer (for
example, a political subdivision of a state may designate
the state or another political subdivision of the state). If
the designation is made prior to the filing deadline the
designee becomes legally obligated to do MEC reporting.

1. WHEN IS AN EMPLOYER RESPONSIBLE FOR
MEC REPORTING?
NEVER IF MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE IS FULLYINSURED
For fully-insured group health plans, the insurance carrier
is required to do MEC reporting for both the IRS and
“responsible” individuals. The responsible individual is
the primary insured, employee, former employee, parent,
or other related person who enrolls one or more
individuals in a group health plan offering minimum
essential coverage.

2. WHAT ABOUT MULTIEMPLOYER (UNION)
PLANS?

SELF-FUNDED GROUP HEALTH PLANS

For multiemployer plans (e.g., many union plans), the
association, committee, joint board of trustees, or other
similar group of representatives of the parties who
establish or maintain the plan is required to do MEC
reporting.

For self-funded group health plans established or
maintained by a single employer, the employer is
required to do MEC reporting for both the IRS and
responsible individuals. MEC reporting is usually
combined with ALE reporting. As discussed above, there
will be circumstances where a single employer selffunded group health plan will do MEC reporting for parttime and non-employees on the “C” series forms as well.
Employers covering non-employees can also use the “B”
series forms to do MEC reporting for non-employees.

3. IS MEC REPORTING REQUIRED FOR
INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE OFFERED HEALTH
PLAN COVERAGE BUT DO NOT ENROLL?
No.

Who Reports What
Large Employer Plan Type

Type of Reporting

Forms Used

Fully insured

ALE reporting only

Forms 1094/5-C
“C Series”

Self-funded plan with no
controlled group members

ALE and MEC reporting

Forms 1094/5-C

Self-funded plan with controlled
group members

ALE and MEC reporting by each
member entity

Forms 1094/5-C

Contributions to multiemployer
self-funded plan on behalf of
FTEs

ALE reporting

Forms 1094/5-C

Multiemployer self-funded plan

MEC reporting

“C Series”
“C Series”
“C Series”
Forms 1094/5-B
“B Series”

Governmental self-funded plan

ALE and MEC reporting – can
designate another related
governmental unit to report
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Forms 1094/5-C
“C Series”

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
The following are “real-life” examples of how the new reporting requirements work. The completed forms
are in the appendix and labeled below.
Health Manufacturer ParentCo. and its subsidiaries create products for the healthcare industry. Health
Manufacturer ParentCo. owns at least 80% of each subsidiary. Total and full-time employee counts are
noted below. Health plan coverage varies by subsidiary and each subsidiary has a separate EIN. All the
health plan coverage is offered to eligible dependents and spouses.

HMP Co.
75 FTEs
200 total EEs

Health
Hi-Tech
55 FTEs
100 total EEs

Health
Shipping
75 FTEs
125 total EEs
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Health
Low-Tech
10 FTEs
25 total EEs

Health Manufacturer Parent Co. (HMP Co.) — 75 FTEs
(Example1)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Management, employees, and staff
Uses look-back measurement method to determine full-time status
o Standard Measurement Period (SMP): Nov. 1 – Oct. 31
o Administrative Period: Nov. 1 – Dec. 31
o Stability Period: Jan. 1 – Dec. 31
Self-funded, calendar year plan
Offers affordable (FPL safe harbor) minimum value coverage offered to
100% of full-time employees
Waiting period: 1st of the month following 30 days
Use 98% Offer and Qualifying Offer alternative reporting
No 4980(H) transition relief
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11

12

Employees of HMP Co.
•

Sally New Hire (Example 1A)
o Hired on January 15, 2015 as full-time employee
o Eligible for coverage on March 1, 2015
o Enrolls husband and child on the plan

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
1E. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to dependent(s) and spouse.
2D. Employee in a section 4980H(b) Limited Non-Assessment Period. Enter code 2D for any month during
which an employee is in a Limited Non-Assessment Period for section 4980H(b).
2C. Employee enrolled in coverage offered. Enter code 2C for any month in which the employee enrolled in
health coverage offered by the employer, regardless of whether any other code in Code Series 2 might also
apply.
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•

Ivan IMP (Example 1B)
o Variable hour employee in an IMP
o IMP ends on March 31, 2015 and April 2015 is an
administrative period
o Coverage effective May 1, 2015

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
1E. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to dependent(s) and spouse.
2D. Employee in a section 4980H(b) Limited Non-Assessment Period. Enter code 2D for any month during
which an employee is in a Limited Non-Assessment Period for section 4980H(b).
2C. Employee enrolled in coverage offered. Enter code 2C for any month in which the employee enrolled in
health coverage offered by the employer, regardless of whether any other code in Code Series 2 might also
apply.
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•

Owen Ongoing (Example 1C)
o Owen has been employed for 10 years.
o He always measures full-time and enrolls in the plan
o He has no changes in status or coverage changes in 2015
o HMP uses qualifying offer alternative reporting

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1A. Qualifying Offer: Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to full-time employee
with employee contribution for self-only coverage equal to or less than 9.5% mainland single federal
poverty line and at least minimum essential coverage offered to spouse and dependent(s).
2C. Employee enrolled in coverage offered. Enter code 2C for any month in which the employee enrolled in
health coverage offered by the employer, regardless of whether any other code in Code Series 2 might also
apply.
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•

Donna Decline (Example 1D)
o Donna is a full-time employee and has been for 4 years
o She measures as full time and is eligible for coverage during
HMP Co’s open enrollment
o Donna declines coverage through HMP Co because she has
coverage through her husband.

Indicator Codes
1A. Qualifying Offer: Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to full-time employee
with employee contribution for self-only coverage equal to or less than 9.5% mainland single federal
poverty line and at least minimum essential coverage offered to spouse and dependent(s).
2G. Section 4980H affordability federal poverty line safe harbor. Enter code 2G if the employer used the
section 4980H federal poverty line safe harbor to determine affordability for purposes of section 4980H(b)
for this employee for any month(s).
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Health High-Tech., Inc. Sub 1 – 55 FTEs (Example 2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full-time and part-time skilled employees
No variable schedules
Plan eligibility at 25 hours a week
Uses the monthly method to determine full-time status
Self-funded, minimum value calendar year plan
No affordability safe harbor
Waiting period: 1st of the month following 60 days of employment
Retiree coverage
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HHT Sub 1 Employees
•

Nancy New Full-Time (Example 2A)
o Hired in March
o Enrolls herself and husband on June 1 after satisfying the plan’s
waiting period
o Gets fired on August 31
o Elects COBRA for herself but not her husband

COBRA

COBRA

No COBRA

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
1E. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to dependent(s) and spouse.
2A. Employee not employed during the month. Enter code 2A if the employee was not employed on any
day of the month. Do not use code 2A for a month if the individual is an employee of the employer on any
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day of the month. Do not use this code for the month during which an employee terminates employment
with the employer.
2D. Employee in a section 4980H(b) Limited Non-Assessment Period. Enter code 2D for any month
during which an employee is in a Limited Non-Assessment Period for section 4980H(b).
2C. Employee enrolled in coverage offered. Enter code 2C for any month in which the employee enrolled in
health coverage offered by the employer, regardless of whether any other code in Code Series 2 might also
apply.
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•

Peter New Part-Time (Example 2B)
o Hired in May to work a 25 hour per week schedule
o Offered coverage effective August 1 after satisfying the plan’s
waiting period
o Enrolls wife on initial eligibility and she has a baby in
September

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1G. Offer of coverage to employee who was not a full-time employee for any month of the calendar year
and who enrolled in self-insured coverage for one or more months of the calendar year. Enter code 1G in
the “All 12 Months” box and do not complete the monthly boxes.
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•

Sam Shareholder (Example 2C)
o Has covered his wife and kids for last three years
o Has a new baby during 2015

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1G. Offer of coverage to employee who was not a full-time employee for any month of the calendar year
and who enrolled in self-insured coverage for one or more months of the calendar year. Enter code 1G in
the “All 12 Months” box and do not complete the monthly boxes.
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•

Rhonda Retiree (Example 2D)
o 2015 is third year of retiree coverage

Note: Part III, MEC reporting, is required because plan is self-funded.
Indicator Codes
1G. Offer of coverage to employee who was not a full-time employee for any month of the calendar year
and who enrolled in self-insured coverage for one or more months of the calendar year. Enter code 1G in
the “All 12 Months” box and do not complete the monthly boxes.
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Health Shipping Insured Co. Sub 2 - 125 employees (Example 3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25 full-time regular employees
25 part-time employees
25 full-time union employees for whom contribution to union plan is
made
o Union plan is affordable, minimum value plan
50 variable hour employees (25 measure full-time)
Fully insured medical plan with July 1 plan year
Eligible for non-calendar year transition relief
Eligibility was at 35 hours but will change to 30 July 1
Look back measurement method to determine full-time status
o SMP: May 1 – Apr. 30
o Admin Period: May and June
o Stability Period: July 1 – June 30
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HSI Sub 1 Employees
•

Mike Multiemployer (Example 3A)
o HSI makes contribution to affordable,
minimum value union plan all year

UNION DOES MEC REPORT

Indicator Codes
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
2E. Multiemployer interim rule relief. Enter code 2E for any month for which the multiemployer interim
guidance applies for that employee.
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•

Tammy Transition Relief (Example 3B)
o Tammy is full-time but HSI had eligibility set at 35 hours
o She becomes eligible for a minimum value plan on July 1

CARRIER DOES MEC REPORT

Indicator Codes
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
1E. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to dependent(s) and spouse.
2I. Non-CY plan transition relief applies to this employee for the month if affordable MV coverage is
offered at start of PY.
2C. Employee enrolled in coverage offered. Enter code 2C for any month in which the employee enrolled in
health coverage offered by the employer, regardless of whether any other code in Code Series 2 might also
apply.
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Health Low-tech Sub 3 – 25 employees (Example 4)
•
•
•

10 full-time employees
15 variable hour employees
No offer of coverage

30

31

32

Health Low-Tech Sub 3 Employee
•

Ned No Offer (Example 4A)
o Works full-time
o No offer of coverage

Indicator Codes
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
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DEFINITIONS
ALE — Applicable Large Employer.
ALE Member — Applicable Large Employer Member
MEC — Minimum Essential Coverage
Affordable — Employee only premium <9.5% of employee’s household income
Minimum value — 60% actuarial value. Most employer provided major medical meets the threshold
Monthly Method — monthly determination of full-time employee status
Look-back method — determining full-time employee status over an extended period of time and then
locking in that status for an extended period of time
Sub section (a) penalties — $2000 x all full-time employees (minus the first 80 in 2015 and 30 in 2016)
Subsection (b) penalties — $3000 x each individual employee who enrolls in subsidized Exchange
coverage
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INDICATOR CODES
Line 14
1A. Qualifying Offer: Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to full-time employee
with employee contribution for self-only coverage equal to or less than 9.5% mainland single federal
poverty line and at least minimum essential coverage offered to spouse and dependent(s).
1B. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee only.
1C. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to dependent(s) (not spouse).
1D. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to spouse (not dependent(s)).
1E. Minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered to employee and at least minimum
essential coverage offered to dependent(s) and spouse.
1F. Minimum essential coverage NOT providing minimum value offered to employee, or employee and
spouse or dependent(s), or employee, spouse and dependents.
1G. Offer of coverage to employee who was not a full-time employee for any month of the calendar year
and who enrolled in self-insured coverage for one or more months of the calendar year. Enter code 1G in
the “All 12 Months” box and do not complete the monthly boxes.
1H. No offer of coverage (employee not offered any health coverage or employee offered coverage that is
not minimum essential coverage).
1I. Qualified Offer Transition Relief 2015: Employee (and spouse or dependents) received no offer of
coverage, received an offer that is not a qualified offer, or received a qualified offer for less than 12
months.
Line 15
Complete line 15 only if the coverage offered to the employee provided minimum value and code 1B,
1C, 1D, or 1E is entered on line 14 either in the “All 12 Months” box or in any of the monthly boxes.
Enter the amount of the employee share of the lowest-cost monthly premium for self-only minimum
essential coverage providing minimum value that is offered to the employee. Enter the amount including
any cents. If the employee is not required to contribute any amount towards the premium, enter “0.00.” If
the employee share of the lowest-cost monthly amount was the same amount for all 12 calendar months,
enter that monthly amount in the “All 12 Months” box and do not complete the monthly boxes. If the
employee share of the lowest-cost monthly amount was not the same for all 12 months, enter the amount
in each calendar month for which the employee was offered minimum value coverage. If the employer did
not offer health coverage, or it offered health coverage that was not minimum essential coverage or did not
provide minimum value, do not complete this line.
Line 16
For each calendar month, enter the applicable code from Series 2, but enter only one code from Code
Series 2 per calendar month. The instructions below address which code to use for a month if more than
one code from Series 2 could apply. If the same code applies for all 12 calendar months, enter the
applicable code in the “All 12 Months” box and do not complete individual calendar month boxes. If none
of the codes apply for a calendar month, leave the line blank for that month. These codes indicate
that under a rule or safe harbor, the employer will not be subject to an assessable payment under section
4980H(b) for the month, or that the health coverage offered will be treated as affordable for purposes of
section 4980H(b).
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Safe Harbor Codes and Other Relief for Employers
2A. Employee not employed during the month. Enter code 2A if the employee was not employed on any
day of the month. Do not use code 2A for a month if the individual is an employee of the employer on any
day of the month. Do not use this code for the month during which an employee terminates employment
with the employer.
2B. Employee not a full-time employee. Enter code 2B if the employee is not a full-time employee for the
month and did not enroll in minimum essential coverage, if offered for the month.
2C. Employee enrolled in coverage offered. Enter code 2C for any month in which the employee enrolled in
health coverage offered by the employer, regardless of whether any other code in Code Series 2 might also
apply.
2D. Employee in a section 4980H(b) Limited Non-Assessment Period. Enter code 2D for any month
during which an employee is in a Limited Non-Assessment Period for section 4980H(b).
2E. Multiemployer interim rule relief. Enter code 2E for any month for which the multiemployer interim
guidance applies for that employee.
2F. Section 4980H affordability Form W-2 safe harbor. Enter code 2F if the employer used the section
4980H Form W-2 safe harbor to determine affordability for purposes of section 4980H(b) for this
employee for the year. If an employer uses this safe harbor for an employee, it must be used for all months
of the calendar year for which the employee is offered health coverage.
2G. Section 4980H affordability federal poverty line safe harbor. Enter code 2G if the employer used the
section 4980H federal poverty line safe harbor to determine affordability for purposes of section 4980H(b)
for this employee for any month(s).
2H. Section 4980H affordability rate of pay safe harbor. Enter code 2H if the employer used the section
4980H rate of pay safe harbor to determine affordability for purposes of section 4980H(b) for this
employee for any month(s).
2I. Non-CY plan transition relief applies to this employee for the month if affordable MV coverage is
offered at start of PY.
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